
Modern 
Instructions 
for Modern 
Manufacturing

Manufacturers face numerous challenges in an evolving industry:

	 l	Retaining a skilled workforce and training new employees
	 l	Standardizing processes and increasing efficiency
	 l	Improving production time and reducing quality issues
	 l	Evaluating new technology and gathering operational data

With minimal implementation, Dozuki can solve these issues, and more

http://dozuki.com


of manufacturers waste time with
poor or outdated instructions.

78%

QUICK FACT



What if we told you the most impactful improvement you
can make is also the easiest? Thanks to the ever decreasing 
cost of tablets, digitizing tribal knowledge and procedures is 
more turn-key than ever.

Our background as technical writers and instructors has
influenced our software, giving your teams access to our
extensive brain trust and expertise.

Implementing
Standardized
Procedures
Has Never
Been Easier



Dozuki’s interactive work instruction 
software not only helps you train 
employees and enforce standardization, 
but it also collects valuable data.

BE PREPARED

Clearly outline the materials,
tools, and prerequisites for
instructions. Avoid reasons
to halt work during production.

BE CONSISTENT

Outline proper production
methods for new and
experienced users, making
sure everything is consistent.

BE INFORMED

Capture key data from users
within instructions, preventing
user errors and unreliable
production metrics.

Lean,
Reliable
& Scalable



reduction in employee training 
time with Dozuki.

90%

QUICK FACT



VISUAL WORK INSTRUCTIONS

RICH VISUALS

STANDARDIZED TEMPLATES

SMART FEEDBACK TOOLS

Ensure procedures are followed properly with rich visuals, 
photo markups, videos, and step-by-step formatting.

Reduce setup time by providing operators with an  
easy-to-read, standard interface.

Give operators the ability to engage with procedures, 
providing valuable information from the floor.

Reduce  
Employee  
Training Time



AURORA, OHIO, USA

Automation 
Plastics

CUSTOMER STORY

“Dozuki was the best way to take 
informal tribal knowledge and create 
work guidance that all of our operators 
can benefit from. 

It gives us documentation features and 
control like we’ve never had before.”

Ipper Collens
Training and Process Improvement Specialist

http://www.dozuki.com/resources/case-studies/automation-plastics-case-study


DASHBOARDS

INSTANT INSIGHTS

DIG INTO THE DETAILS

Easy to configure dashboards let you drill into the metrics 
that matter most. Know exactly how your teams are 
performing so you can identify opportunities for growth, 
and make informed decisions.

Review process cycle time goals, step timing, work 
order distributions, and more with live production data.

Capture 
& Analyze  
Real-Time Data



EAST PEORIA, ILLINOIS, USA

CountyLine 
Tool

CUSTOMER STORY

“Until we got Dozuki, we didn’t have  
any way to organize work instructions 
or training documents. 

Now, our work instructions are easy  
to create, edit, and maintain.”

Casey Graf 
ISO Coordinator

http://www.dozuki.com/resources/case-studies/countyline-tool


MULTILINGUAL SUPPORT

BUILT-IN TRANSLATION

SITE GLOSSARY

With over 80 languages to choose from, users can instantly view  
content in their preferred language, with just the click of a button.

Customize your translations by adding specific terms and phrases  
to your site’s glossary. This prevents improper translating of your  
facility’s specific terms.

Share Processes 
Across Multiple 
Facilities



WAUCONDA, ILLINOIS, USA

MBX
Systems

CUSTOMER STORY

“Dozuki’s framework helped us drive 
better quality standards.”

Justin Formella 
Chief Information Officer

http://www.dozuki.com/resources/case-studies/mbx-systems


FLEXIBLE API

SECURE INTEGRATIONS

SUPPORT FOR IT

Dozuki’s secure and flexible API makes it easy to integrate with  
popular ERP, MES and PLM systems. If your system can receive or push 
data, it can connect to our comprehensive API.

We built Dozuki from the ground up and believe in sharing code  
with other teams. We’ve created and hosted numerous code 
repositories—think of them as quick start projects for IT teams.

Integrate With  
ERP & MES 
Systems



MORGAN HILL, CALIFORNIA, USA

Del Monaco 
Foods

CUSTOMER STORY

“The biggest benefit we saw from Dozuki 
is documentation consistency—we no 
longer have everything held in just tribal 
knowledge.”

Danell Dow 
Head of Talent Development

http://www.dozuki.com/resources/case-studies/del-monaco-foods-case-study


SECURITY

BANK LEVEL ENCRYPTION

Protection includes Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption, letting you 
confidently send data using industry-standard 256-bit encryption.

SINGLE SIGN-ON

Control user access safely using your existing authentication system  
with Dozuki. Users will only need one sign-in, even extending into  
your mobile app.

Protect Your 
Proprietary 
Information

TRUSTED BY HUNDREDS OF COMPANIES



Younger generations are digital natives. They  
are confident and comfortable using technology  
for almost every task. Are you using their 
technical skills to your advantage? 

Dozuki provides a simple digital interface for 
users and robust central management tools  
for managers.

IP WHITELISTING
Protect your information, 
restrict access only to the 
devices within your 
designated facilities.

PHOTOS & VIDEOS
Promote consistency  
and avoid confusion  
with native support for  
photos and videos.

CUSTOM APPROVALS
Gather necessary signatures 
and reviews, so you can 
push out the updated 
content—fast.

MOBILE FRIENDLY
Quickly publish, edit, or  
view guides right directly 
from smartphones or  
tablets on the floor.

VERSION CONTROL
Trust that your users always 
have the most up-to-date 
versions and archive  
your work.

DATA CAPTURE
Insert customizable  
prompts and stream 
information with  
real-time dashboards.

Digital Work 
Instructions 
For Your 
Entire Team



Dozuki can help you increase your
productivity and distribute
procedures efficiently.

of manufacturers see improved
communication with  

standardized instructions

67% $199/mo

plans start at just $199/mo and 
can scale to fit your needs

Learn  
More

http://dozuki.com


1330 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

P +1 805 316 0880

E hello@dozuki.com

Tränkestr. 7
70597 Stuttgart, Germany

P +32 473 999 380

E hilde.rombouts@dozuki.com

39 Poniente #3515 Piso 5,
Col. Las Animas 
Puebla, Pue. 72400

P +52 442 484 1140

E ventas@dozuki.com

USA  
(GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS)

EUROPE MEXICO
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